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A few years before Naruto began, Kakashi pulls a prank on Kurenai and enrages her. So, Kurenai
performs a prank back in the worst way for a man to be pranked. Stranding him in the middle of Konoha
completely...Well, you'll have to read...
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1 - Kakashi's Mischief!

"Okay, here she comes..." Kakashi whispers to his jounin friend Gai. "Yeah...This'll be sweet!" Gai
responded. They both turned to see Kurenai coming toward the old Ceremonial Well. It had been a
tradition for most ninja in Konoha to drop a copy of the scroll in which their missions were on down the
well before they embarked on those missions. They believed the well had mysterious properties that
would allow success on their mission. Kurenai was one of the most advent believers of this tradition in all
of Konoha, so she was going to drop in her scroll for a brief mission outside of the Earth Country. She
walked over to the well and took out the scroll with the mission description on it. She was about to drop
it, when she felt a hard shove on her back. She failed her balance and slowly plunged down into the well
bottom. She landed on a large pile of damp scrolls and shouted "Hey! What was that?" She looked up to
see a masked face. "Kakashi? What was that for?" Kurenai screamed as she stood up. Kakashi laughed
while looking down at her in the well and then walked away giving Gai a solemn high five. "KAKASHI!
Come back!" Luckily for Kurenai, Anko just happened to be going to the well to drop her scroll in, when
she heard a loud "HEY! LET ME OUT OF HERE!" She looked down into the well to see a damp Kurenai
with her nostrils flaring. "Kurenai?" Anko said looking down. "HELP ME UP!" She shouted up to Anko.
Anko activated her Shadow Snake technique to shoot down three snakes that Kurenai used to climb up
out of the well. "How'd you get down there?" Anko asked with a confused look on her face. "Just ask the
copy nin. He pushed me down into there." Anko gasped and then said "That idiot! Well, it's only fair we
get him back, right?" Anko said with a smirk on her face. "What do you have in mind?" Kurenai said with
an eyebrow cocked...



2 - Kakashi's Screwed!

Kakashi woke up the next morning to see a dark brick wall in front of him. This was the first thing he
realized. The second thing was that he was sitting upright on a stone floor. The third thing was that a
bright light was shining overhead. 'Oh dear no...' Kakashi said. He was trapped down inside the same
well that he had pushed Kurenai into. "Darn it Kurenai..." Kakashi said as he covered his mouth with his
hands. Then, his heart suddenly stopped. He felt his fingers brush against his lips. She had taken his
mask away. "OH NO....." He exclaimed. "I AM SO GOING TO KILL HER!" He shouted as he slammed
his right fist against his lap. Then, he winced in pain as he clutched the place he had hit. 'OH GOD.....'
He thought with horror. He was trapped in a well a mile away from his abode with his mask stolen. He
had figured that out pretty quickly. But he had been so worried about his mask missing that he did not
realize his face wasn't the only thing anyone was able to view. His entire body was completely
uncovered. As in bare. As in clotheless. As in naked...



3 - Kakashi's Attempt!

"Okay, okay. Calm down Kakashi..." Kakashi told himself reassuringly. "Kurenai's forgotten completely
that you are the great Sharingan Kakashi. Heck, she also has forgotten you could simply teleport home."
He made the tiger signal and expected to teleport, but nothing happened. "What? What the...?" He
suddenly answered his own question as he looked down at his palms. On them were the Hadaka
symbols. The Hadaka symbols were seals developed specifically for pranks. It turns out these Hadaka
seals were shaped, and Kakashi could tell, that no chakra could be used as long as he didn't have any
clothes on his body. "Blast! So she did think of that..." Kakashi said enraged. "Well.....I'm in a serious
predicament here. My home is exactly one mile away, and it's Sunday, which usually means a kunoichi's
day out. Perfect. So my job is to escape to my house without anyone seeing my exposed body...or more
importantly my exposed face. Shouldn't be too hard..." Kakashi said, cursing in his mind why we wasn't
as confident about think as he wished. "Hey girls..." Kakashi heard a familiar voice echoe through the
well. "Oh no...Shizune..." Kakashi immeadiately recognized the voice as such, and realized that Shizune
had a mission today on the war front. She must've believed in the old tradition too. "Well...It sucks to
have a mission on a kunoichi's day out..." He heard Shizune curse under her breath as he hand
appeared and dropped a scroll in. 'Please don't look inside...' Kakashi hoped internally. Luckily, he heard
Shizune say "Later ladies...gotta fill a medical spot on the war front..." Kakashi sighed in relief and then
said "Now. I have to find my way out of this well..." He grasped the stones on the well and slowly began
to traverse the wall. He hesitated at the top, and then poked his head out looking all around. "Oh
goody..." He said sarcastically as he saw women walking along the well's exterior. "When that one
turns..." He said to himself. Then, the woman he was specifying turned along the path and he hopped
out and darted into a bush. 'Please don't have let anyone see..." Kakashi said to himself miserably.
Apparently, no woman there had. "Phew...So far so good..." Kakashi told himself reassuringly...



4 - Kakashi's Display!

Kakashi inched back a bit in the shelter of the bush, but then heard a loud snap of something. He then
looked down to see that the support trunk of the bush had suddenly snapped and the branch was slowly
falling backwards. Kakashi let out a huge scream and then found himself falling over the edge of a short
cliff. He descended down until he hit water. 'This must be the main river that travels through Konoha...'
He thought as he was slowly carried by the river to who knows where. 'If I know this river well enough, at
this point, the next place should be...Oh dear...' He thought as his eyes widened. He quickly grabbed
hold of a nearby vine and desperately attempted to climb up it's length. When he reached the top of the
edge he placed both arms on the land and put one leg over to hoist him up. He then froze as he heard
two feminine gasps come from in front of him. He looked up slowly to see Sakura and Ino staring at him.
He then realized that by perching his leg over the edge, caused the exposure of his... "Oh crap..." He
said as he slowly fell back into the river. Meanwhile, Sakura and Ino were standing there, eyes widest
open as they could be, and with noses pure red in color, not to mention their cheeks were ever redder.
"Please tell me that was one of your strange Genjutsu, Ino....." Sakura said still staring at the same spot.
"I sure hope so....." Ino replied...



5 - Kakashi's Suprise!

"Dang it!" Kakashi yelled as he was pulled by the current of the river. He flailed his arms helplessly
hoping to slow the current, but to no effect at all. Then, he looked ahead to see a large wooden wall in
front of him. It had a large hole at the bottom in which water was rushing through. Kakashi was engulfed
in water as he traveled through the hole. He went through a small tunnel still with water above his neck,
and he finally burst through the hole at the other end. The first thing he noticed as he slowed down in the
water was that he felt he was in a larger mass of water then a thin river. The second thing he noticed
was that the water had suddenly grown very hot. And at last, as he wiped water out of his eyes and
stood up, he looked forward to realize where he was. A pack of women were sitting in the mass of water
with their apparently nude bodies below the water surface were staring at Kakashi. And not necessarily
his face either. Kakashi yelled as he covered his face and raced over to the large wooden wall. He did
not hesitate to climb over the wall as quickly as he could, and leaped over the other side. His body
contacted with a small set of bushes and he lied there. He looked to his left to see he was laying on a
bush that was a corner away from what looked like a garbage can. Kakashi stood up and looked into the
garbage can. Inside was a completely black garbage bag that had not been used yet. Kakashi suddenly
sparked an idea in his mind...



6 - Kakashi's Acceptance!

Every single woman out and about in Konoha that day fainted while on the street, whether they were
carrying grocery bags, or walking their dogs. They all fainted due to sudden and excessive blood loss
through the nose. What was the cause of this? Either a nosebleed plague, or a more interesting cause.
Turns out every one of those women had fainted upon seeing Kakashi walk boldly down the middle of
the street. He had a large garbage bag wrapped around his face as some sort of make-shift mask. In
fact, that was really all that was covering him. He had wrapped up his face in the garbage bag, and had
not even tried to conceal the lower part of him. You know. The MUCH lower part. He just strutted down
the street, nonchalantly, completely unaware that countless women were collapsing around him.
 
Later that day at the fountain, Kurenai was laughing along with Anko at her side. "Oh lord! Kakashi must
be a total wreck!" Kurenai cackled. "Yep! We really got him that time!" Anko looked to Kurenai to find
that she was no longer laughing. She looked where Kurenai was looking and saw that Kakashi was
walking past fully clothed, turned his head to Kurenai and said "Yo..." And simply walked off. "Did he
seem...proud?" Anko questioned.
 
And maybe that's the explanation why every single woman in Konoha adore Kakashi so much! Who
knows...
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